
 

EDITORIAL (10 SEPTEMBER 2018)
                   TODAY’S PROMISES 

 MOTIVATIONAL QUOTE 

 OVERVIEW OF EDITORIALS  

 IMPORTANT VOCABULARIES 

 GRAMMAR RULES RELATED TO ARTICLES/ TONES OF THE 

ARTICLES 

 PREVIOUS DAY VOCAB QUIZ 

 GRAMMATICAL QUESTION 

 IDIOMS AND PHRASES/ ONE WORD SUBSTITUTIONS 

 ECONOMIC OR POLITICAL DEFINITIONS. PDF and much 

more… 

 

 

       Previous Day Vocab Quiz 

Q.1.  Which is not the synonym of “Fanfare”? 

  a. display                b. ostentation  c. publicity 

 d. hoodwink e. commotion 

 Option - (d) 

Q.1.  Which is the antonym of “Banal”? 

 a.  commonplace b.   vapid  c. unspirited  

 d.    humdrum e.    vigorous 

 Option - (e) 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         IMPORTANT VOCAB Of “Too close for comfort?”  

 calling the shots(idiom)  dictate how a situation or agenda proceeds, 

as from a position of authority. 

 Though Kohli was the captain of team India but in some matches 

Dhoni was calling the shots. 

 Wriggle(v-)  छटपटाना, लोटना, twist and turn with quick movements. 

 I was trying to wriggle out of the hands of my mother when she 

caught me stealing some money from her wallet.  

 Nuance(n+)  अति सूक्ष्म अंिर, minute difference. 

 Let us discuss the nuance between respect and honour. 

 Unambiguous(adj+) स्पष्ट, clear, undoubtful. 

 Your ambition should be unambiguous in all situations. 

 Underpinning(v+)  सहारा देना, मजबूि करना, support or strengthen. 

 The 2+2 dialogue may be underpinning the Indo-Us relations. 

 Deference(n+) सम्मान, respect. 

 We should pay deference to aged people and women in our society. 

 Waive(n/v+) माफ, remove, reject. 

 The principal waived my mistakes and allowed me to attend classes.  

 Viable(adj+)  व्यवहायय, feasible, practical, applicable. 

 In life we make many plans but some plans are nit viable. 

 Replenish(v+) तफर से भरना, fill (something) up again. 

 If you fall somewhere in life, get up and replenish yourself with much 

energy and spirit. 

 Optimal(adj+) सवोत्कृष्ट, best or most favourable. 

 Try to use all your resources to their optimal limit to get success.  

 Interoperability(n+) पारस्पररकिा, operate in conjunction with each 

other. 

 We should work everywhere with a feeling of interoperability.  

 Intrusive(adj-) दखल, interrupting. 

 All our neighbouring countries are intrusive in our own affairs.  

 Chaotic(adj-) अराजक, in a state of complete confusion and disorder. 

 My little 4 year old brother left the room in a chaotic condition after 

playing with his toys. 

           DEFINITIONS / ROOT WORDS 

 bene/i – Latin root 

 Meaning - good, well 

 beneficial - profitable 



 
 benefactor  - person who gives money to a cause 

 benevolent - kind 

 Benign - gentle, harmless  

 benediction - blessing, prayer 

 benison - blessing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

            ONE WORD + IDIOMS/PHRASES 

                DEFINITION     ONE WORD SUBSTITUTION  

Sudden collapse, general break 

up, violent rush 

     

       debacle 

 

                DEFINITION     ONE WORD SUBSTITUTION  

Sudden collapse, general 

break up, violent rush 

     

       debacle 
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